FROSH TO PLAY ELEVEN GAMES

Stiff Schedule Sure to Develop Freshmen Material

Eleven games will be played by the Providence College Freshman nine this spring according to the list released by yearling manager Edward Kirby of Dorchester. Practice will be open on April 24, and wind up their campaign the end of May. It will be out to duplicate the record of last year's freshman outfit which went through its campaign undefeated.

The initial call for freshman candidates has already been scouted by Coach John E. Farrell, and the first outdoor drill was held this week. Trouble of getting through the schoolboy stars of this state are included in the roster which will compete for first string assignments.

The complete schedule follows: April 22, Marianapolis College at Thompson, Ct.; 24, Becker College at Worcester; 28, Boston College Freshmen at Boston; 30, R. I. State Freshmen at Providence; May 4, R. I. State Freshmen at Kingston; 7, Harvard Freshmen at Providence; 11, Boston College Freshmen at Providence; 13, Brown Freshmen at Aldrich Field; 16, St. John's Prep at Providence; 19, Holy Cross Freshmen at Providence; 21, Brown Freshmen at Hendrickson Field.

FRIAR STAR RETURNS AFTER OPERATION

Lefty Collins repaired last week to his home in New Milford, Conn., after a long absence of getting on the outside of his tonsils. It seems that he was interfering with his effective delivery on the mound. Minus the guttural emanances, Lefty resumed classes Wednesday and it will be no time before he will be in excellent shape with his famous "soup-bone" to hurt us on the diamond victory.

SPORTS COLUMN

Ten Events Keep Large Crowd Amused. Much Talent Found

About nine hundred students and friends of the College pack­ped Hartkis Hall last Tuesday night to witness the annual box­ing show sponsored by the Class of 1938. There were ten events, including seven three-round bouts, two wrestling matches, and a comedy bout.

In the opening bout Pete Jacobson, '39, of New Haven pulled up an early lead to take a decision from Charles McIvor, '39 of Providence. The fight was closely contested, but Jacobson was too strong as the fight progressed, finishing impressively, but was made a winner by an early point total.

Ray Guillette, Taunton welter­weight, scored a well earned victory over Kenny Katz, '29 of New London, in the future bout of the evening.

The hardest fight on the schedule was between Paul Morris, of '39 of Attleboro, a former Mass­achusetts Golden Glove Winner, and Joe Iaccarino, '39 of Providence. The fight was closely contested, but Iaccarino outscored Morris 12 to 8 in the early point total.

Another bout which drew much applause was that between Joe Baldwin, '39 of New Bedford and Charles McElroy, '39 of Providence, in which Memphos smashed his way to a second round technical knockout. Many former schoolboy stars of this state are included in the roster which will compete for first string assignments.

A meeting of the seven judges of the Cowl Slogan Contest will be held this afternoon to deter­mine the winner of the five dol­lar prize for the best slogan sub­mitted. There is yet time to file entries and all students are urged to leave suggestions in the Cowl mail box before this afternoon.

The contest was originally scheduled to close on Febru­ary 28 but was extended to March 27 to allow a larger num­ber of students to participate. Almost all entries have already been received and if the judges feel there is only one, they announce the winner of the contest will be made in next week's Cowl.

Many good slogans have been deposited at the Cowl Office but the judges believe that a great number of students who are cap­able of such work will turn in their contributions today.

The contest will be continued until a good one is discovered.

A slogan which most aptly fits the Cowl and its purpose at Providence College will be ac­cepted and if none filling those qualifications are found the contest will be continued until a good one is discovered.

Many of the mottoes already entered in the contest are:

"The organ of College union and acquaintances Vo Cuculi, vox disciplorum Providentiae." These taken at random from the entries repre­sent the type of slogan which is entered. Anyone who can equal preferably better these should submit them at the Cowl today to garner that five-dollar prize.
BENDING THE STUDENTIAL EAR

On Wednesday of last week it was a hot and sunny day and all sundry through the medium of newspapers that the unum had organized a V.F.W. office. Many of us had heard that at Princeton there were students of age to form such a group. We felt that amusement when it was learned that the V.F.W. is an organization composed of veterans of future wars. Immediate application was made for the payment of a $1000 bonus, payable April 1.

Following in the steps of this organization was the forming of a similar office at Vassar and Wellesley under the heading "Gold Star Mother's of Future Wars," and immediate petition composed of veterans of future wars. Immediate application was made for the payment of a $1000 bonus, payable April 1.

The true beneficiaries of any race—those people who make fun, where there is no fun.

APRIL FOOL?

On Wednesday of next week we celebrate what is commonly known as April Fool's Day. It is the one day out of the year on which the practical joker is at liberty to do as he pleases. In this country the bickerings and bickerings, you will agree on that score, but is there anything more hearable, some not hearable (in the camp room), some unheard; some readily found, too. These Veterans, who now clamor for "money and work," and that what they would do in the event of another war inevitably lead up to the end of April, before they get me across again. "Don't turn over" isn't the fellow about whom you know they will have his head blown off from his shoulders in such a case. These Veterans, who now clamor for "money and work," and what they would do in the event of another war before they get me across again. "Don't turn over" isn't the fellow about whom you know they will have his head blown off from his shoulders. I don't think that the V. F. W. is an organization composed of veterans of future wars. Immediate application was made for the payment of a $1000 bonus, payable April 1.

The true beneficiaries of any race—those people who make fun, where there is no fun.

Our Editorial Ear is by now not only badly bent, but badly broken. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a lot of appreciation which is inevitable that in editing a newspaper, we step on some tender corons. We have not been receiving inside a few commiserations, but on any, the spoken ones! Some heard, some unheard; some near, some not near (in polite society). Undoubtedly, we have missed a
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Saturday and has been very close to death all week. Prayers for a speedy recovery are asked.

(Continued from Page 1)

Singing chorus. The times and dates of the various rehearsals have been announced on the bulletin board.

RUMOR REPORTS RISE IN STUDENT SHOWING

Soar As Team

Goes to Work

(Continued from Page 1)

Mr. Joe Moss, who presides over New York's Hollywood Restaurant, with us here,” says Mr. Halliday praised the German manager, believes that the average student is not taking advantage of the facilities at his disposal. He therefore announces that the Librarian and his assistants will gladly aid students preparing material for papers and that the library is open day and night on all school days.

A SENSATION!

Henry Tall Snowdon, “34, intercollegiate wrestling champion, Snowdon says: “Smoking Camels after meals and between meals aids digestion.”

Smoking Camels found to have a positive beneficial effect upon Digestion...

Our modern “eat-and-run” way of living is hard on digestion. Experiences with indigestion are all too common! Hence unusual interest attaches to the following fact: that smoking Camels has been found to have a marked beneficial effect in aiding digestive action. You’ll find Camels milder too, more delicate in flavor, packed with the rich enjoyment of choice tobaccos.

Turning to Camels for your digestion’s sake...for the greater pleasure to be found in smoking Camels’ costlier tobaccos.

Camels set you right!
A trial offer of interest to every pipe smoker!

FROST OUT AFTER WAMPUM

Thomas Flynn, Freshman class president, and his staff is conducting a drive for class dues. As previously announced the deadline for the payment of the dues is March 27, after which a roll of dishonor will be published containing the names of those who have not paid. Dues are urged to remain in the class treasury.

The Moderator of the Freshman class maintains that the treasury will retain with the class of '39 not without opposition. It was announced at the same time that plans for future Freshman activities are under consideration and that the support of the entire class will be necessary. Class dues are payable to Father Clark personally and to the treasurer's staff.

ANNABELLE'S DELIVERY SAFELY ACCOMPLISHED

Annabelle (you know) had been prowling around of late in a very detached and mysterious manner. Students have been anxiously watching her solicitude for her comfort. She now is the mother of four of the little fates ever seen. We are all told by those who actuated her as late as possible that all went normally for dear Annabelle during her trying experience. The biology laboratory has virtually disclaimed any desire to appropriate in the interests of science any part of the experience. Mickey Mouse, however, does not disavow their deep concern in the outcome.
By Joseph McHenry

DÍA IN THE SOUTHLAND
Johnny Morrison, ex Philadelphia class of ’34, is writing a sports column in the Staten Island Advance... He has been on the court in his collegiate days... Have you ever heard the “My Boy” program on the air? Last week a fellow by the name of Jimmy... well Jimmy is none other than Brother England Intercollegiate Dividing Champ, Milton Levy, ’37, probably the best tennis player around town. This fellow also has a great fling of his own in the football field. You see Spain, ex Eagle southpaw is in Camp with the Brooklyn Dodgers... a great prospect. Now Henner’s Pennock’s control... had more or less of an Indian sign on Leo MacLear, University of Buffalo... an attempt is being made to reorganize the Baseball team. The sport was dropped about three seasons ago... if plans go through the team will play only a local schedule. That’s a one big dream of the University.

COLLEGIAN HOLDS OUT
The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce have a good right to boast of the sports in their city. Many cities can match this one... at Loyola and USC basketball, baseball, football and hockey were in swing at the same time... the Loyola U Lions had played four ball games last ten days... another team. Boy makes good. Joe Sayers, Valley center at Conn. State, was elected the most humorous in his class... we did and died, side by side, for Alma Mater... at Southwestern U located in Memphis, Body Garside, pride of the Lynxmen on the grid and a basketball... at Monmouth College, Hutter, Harvard speedster, looks good to cop a Crown at the National Collegiate Championships today and tomorrow at Yale... Here’s a new one... at Southwestern U (located in Memphis) Aquino Lit. Club... the Inklings, ... They’ve come a long way in a few short years...

WHAT THEY DO IN THE OFF SEASON
The favorite indoor sports of the past winter around the campus seem to have been Pinochle and Checkers... Norm Eich... went to Europe for the summer... Dizzy Dean’s got nothing on that boy... Bright harbinger of Spring. Brighten your word; You never dawdled a day. Despite the solemnness of your study features, To me you are the best Of all earth’s fair creatures. Your eyes are deep and dark Like purple shades of night. Upon your rugged shoulders In rakhis disarray Falls your long feely hair in many shades of gray. In all you are so grand It seems to be too bad That throughout your short life You always will be sad. Is it, dear goat—and this drive as my surmise— That they won’t let you drink The Beck beer you advertised? Wm. J. Sullivan. ’36.

R. E. Welsh, E. T. Way, T. J. Hou... nf the past ten days. But above it is easy to see that the flood has given him opportunity for the development of his ability. In the past the flood has at least kept the theatre filled. The water in the theatre is higher than the stage. That was the one occasion that it was filled. John Fanning comes from the small town of Baltic, Conn. The boys of the village have always been keen on sports, on the off season they have quite a number of places where they have one. There are five feet of water on the basketball court. The frogs on the skating pond; a flood has thrown in free.

SPORTING EYE
(Continued from Page 4) coach athletics at local high schools. Jack Brady will coach baseball, football, and basketball at Mount St. Charles Academy. Frank Lally will coach baseball at East Providence High. Frank Lally was as...kets are promised next week. One third of the 60,000 voters of the past ten days. But above it is easy to see that the flood has given him opportunity for the development of his ability. In the past the flood has at least kept the theatre filled. The water in the theatre is higher than the stage. That was the one occasion that it was filled. John Fanning comes from the small town of Baltic, Conn. The boys of the village have always been keen on sports, on the off season they have quite a number of places where they have one. There are five feet of water on the basketball court. The frogs on the skating pond; a flood has thrown in free. Bill Brady has a fine team of boys who went home to Nashua and Haverhill over the weekend. Express was delayed. The running time from Providence to Nashua was 4 hours. Paul also says he saw a bear, es...eas of the town of a Franklin baseball club. Coach Brady has been assistant coach in football and basketball during the present year... weekends. Coach Brady is an...tage never to be missed. The Devil tells you stories You may follow his proposals But if you’re wise—remember— In the Brown game, is back at Woonsocket (he refused to divulge his name) claims he went fishing in his cell, and in a few minutes caught a ten-inch trout. He says he would not enroll for the second semester unless his terms were met... He claims he was worth more money than he had been getting and he would not enroll for the second semester unless his terms were met... His drive for dues.

SOPH'S PLANNING A DANCE
Word spreaded from the Soph Council Chamber that the officers are planning a dance short-ly after Easter recess. Details are promised next week. One important detail is the permis-sion from the Office of the Dean.
Junior Boxing
Bouts Attract
Sport Element

(Continued from Page 1) The two wrestling matches, one between Leo Bouzan, ’37 of Newton Centre and Al Coussa, ’39 of Providence, and the other between Jiray Avedesian, ’39 of Pawtucket and Anthony Parisien, ’39 of Attleboro were declared draws.

Frank Moriarty, ’39 of Brooklyn, N. Y. and Leo Davin, Junior court star from New Haven provided the comedy for the evening, when they staged a combination bout which turned out to be a travesty on the wrestling game with Moriarty as the “Masked Marvel,” pinning his opponent with a fake toe hold, amid much pretended groaning.

The committee in charge of the bouts was headed by Carl Angelica, of Thompsonville, Conn. He was assisted by Walter F. Doohan of Brooklyn, N. Y., Raymond O’Mara of Staten Island, N. Y., Nicholas De Fao of New Haven, and Daniel H. Slavin of Pawtucket.

The following students served as ushers, Archie Macdonald, Vincent Groom, James Behenna, James McCabe, Joseph Cope, and William McIntyre.

The Rev. Brendan Reese, O.P., Moderator of the Junior Class which sponsored the program, wishes to thank the members of the Friar Club and all others who aided in making the evening a success.

HELP THE QINTS

The Publicity Department of the “Student Quints” announces that there is a great need for articles which are interested in poster work. Posters are needed to announce the various rehearsals and meetings. Posters are also needed for the Finance Committee in conjunction with the payment of pledges. Any one interested in this work may see Norman Carigan in the Cowl office this afternoon.

The complete results:

Peter Bascaro, ’39, of New Haven, defeated Charles McElroy, ’39 of Providence, decision.

Dan Petrowski, ’36 of Cranston, defeated Ken Abitbol, ’38 of East Providence, technical knockout, second round.

Bill Szymanek, ’38, of Providence, defeated Leo Frye, ’36 of New London, decision.

Paul Morin, ’39, of Attleboro, defeated Leo Cusniski, ’38 of Providence, decision.


Joe Cavanagh, ’38, of Providence, defeated Izzy Sipersteln, ’38, of East Providence, decision.

Paul Morin, ’39, of Attleboro defeated Charles McElroy, ’39, of Providence, decision.


Frank Nevitt and Edward Mooney, Senior Pro-Meds, have been accepted by Tufts Medical School, and will enter formally upon their medical studies in that noted Boston Institution this fall.

STUDENT UNION PLANS
ANTI-WAR CAMPAIGN

To Be Marked By Strikes and Demonstrations in Big Business Centers

Recently it was revealed that the American Student Union, a college student organization, plans to strike on April 22 to demonstrate openly its anti-war sentiments. Particulars on the nature of the strike depends largely upon the support that this movement receives.

Just what will be the results of this strike and demonstration is still a question, but it can be presumed that these students will not be screaming to the winds for deaf ears. Even though no definite result might come of it, this organized revolt is intended to serve the purpose of reflecting once again the decided opposition to war which is becoming more and more the attitude of our American collegians.

This strike, it is maintained, is not a soap-box oratory, nor a sudden burst of revolutionary emotion, but a result of a gradual evolutionary process during which youth has been transformed from a patriotic martyr to a reasoning citizen.

MEMORIAL MASS FOR
JACK FLYNN IMPRESSIVE

On Monday of this week, a faithful band of baseball players and others admirers, assembled in the College Chapel to attend the memorial Mass celebrated by the Rev. Paul Redmond, O.P., for Jack Flynn, beloved baseball coach, who departed this life on March 23 of last year.

John Mahoney, Advertising Manager of the COWL, served as ushers, Archie Macdonald, Vincent Groom, James Behenna, James McCabe, Joseph Cope, and William McIntyre.

The simple low Mass in black made a deep impression on the student body. Memories of Jack Flynn are still fresh in mind and it caused the whole congregation to bear a very solemn mien throughout.

 boring...it’s as much a part of Chesterfield as the taste

...with that pleasing aroma

Did you ever notice the difference in the aroma of Chesterfield tobacco?

Every person who knows about tobacco will understand this... for to get a pleasing aroma is just like getting a pleasing taste from fruit.

Mild ripe tobaccos, home-grown, and welded with the right kind of tobacco from far-off Greece and Turkey (Samson, Smyrna, Xanthi and Cavalla)...

...that's why Chesterfield has a more pleasing aroma.

1936-37 PROSPECTUS
NOW AVAILABLE

The prospectus or catalogue number of the Providence College Bulletin for the next scholastic year of 1936-37 came back from the printers this week and is now available.

The format is the same as in previous years and makes a very handy, neat-looking volume. The material is arranged as formerly into seven parts (with index), namely, Officers of the College, General Statement, Admission to Providence College, Curriculum and Degrees, Subjects of Instruction, Degrees conferred in June 1935, and finally, Register of Students.

Of particular interest were the listed holidays. We get Columbus Day off (in spite of the Convention results), but get cheated of Saint Thomas Aquinas Day.

POLL NEXT WEEK

Students are asked to watch out for next week’s issue. It will contain a ballot to poll the student opinion on many pertinent questions.